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About ICCA

ICCA, your trusted partner in the international
association meetings market!

This guide is part of a series of publications
specifically designed for the international association
community to assist them running more efficient
and effective meetings. If you have any suggestions
or would like to see a special topic covered please
contact Ronaldo Cardano at ronaldo.c@iccaworld.
org.

Throughout its 50-year history, ICCA, the
International Congress and Convention
Association,has been dedicated to building one
single area of expertise: international association
meetings.

Join the ICCA association community online:
To serve the association community in a more
efficient way, ICCA has designed the ICCA Association
Portal - a unique online platform providing a safe
environment through which Association Executives
could get in touch with peers to exchange valuable
advice and information on their meetings.

ICCA’s founders were a small, visionary group of
travel agency friends based on 4 continents who
saw the potential of internationally rotating medical
association meetings. They set up systems to share
information about these meetings and to introduce
their clients to trustworthy contacts in countries
where they might not know any local contacts.

To gain access to the ICCA Association Portal your
meeting must rotate between at least 3 countries,
must occur on a regular basis and must attract a
minimum of 50 participants.

These principles of sharing knowledge
and building trust between suppliers and
international associations continue to be the
foundation stones of ICCA today.

If your meeting matches these criteria and you
would like to join the ICCA association community
please visit the ICCA website
www.associations.iccaworld.org and complete the
Association Portal registration form.

ICCA now represents over 1000 companies and
organisations in almost 100 countries worldwide,
representing all services within the meetings
industry. We are headquartered in Amsterdam
and operate 5 Regional Offices in Africa, Asia
Pacific, Middle East, North and Latin America.

For more information on the ICCA Association
Portal and ICCA products available for Association
Executives please contact: Ksenija Polla at
ksenija.p@iccaworld.org.

International association executives can rely on
the ICCA network to find solutions for all their
event objectives: venue selection; technical
advice; assistance with delegate transportation;
full convention planning or ad hoc services. ICCA
members represent the top destinations worldwide,
and the most experienced specialist suppliers.

© November 2017. Copying this publication, or any portion of it, is strictly prohibited without the prior approval of
ICCA. ICCA makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of published material, but cannot be held liable for errors,
misprints or out of date information in this publication. ICCA is not responsible for any conclusions drawn from this
publication. All pictures are self-captured by staff/designer/employee and/or paid for.
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About AIPC

•

AIPC represents a global network of over 170 leading
centres in 54 countries with the active involvement
of more than 900 management-level professionals.
It is committed to encouraging, supporting and
recognising excellence in convention centre
management, based on the diverse experience
and expertise of its international membership, and
maintains a full range of educational, research,
networking and standards programs to achieve this.
AIPC also recognises and promotes the essential role
of the international meetings industry in supporting
economic, academic and professional development
as well as enhancing global relations amongst highly
diverse business and cultural interests.

•
•
•
•

AIPC Members are purpose built facilities whose
primary purpose is to accommodate and service
meetings, conventions, congresses and exhibitions.

•

AIPC program activities include:
•
•

•

Conducting industry research and analysis
Preparing and publishing technical publications

Carrying out training, educational and
professional development activities including
the comprehensive AIPC Academy program and
sector Summits in specialised areas of centre
management
Maintaining a global marketing and
communications presence for members
Facilitating member networking and information
exchange forums
Maintaining performance standards including
the AIPC Quality Standards program and the
AIPC / Ipsos Economic Impact Tool
Recognising management excellence through
Awards programs such as the AIPC Apex Award
an award made in recognition of the highest
client rating received by a convention centre and
the AIPC Innovation Award
Communicating AIPC member values to
key centre client groups in order to support
member’s competitiveness, and
Supporting and carrying out advocacy initiatives
to promote the value of the industry to key
audiences

For more information, please contact Marianne de
Raay, Executive Director, at
marianne.de.raay@aipc.org or visit www.aipc.org
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1. Prologue to the guide

4. Why have a contract

The document has been produced by the
International Congress and Convention Association
(ICCA) and the International Association of Congress
Centres (AIPC) - two of the world’s leading meeting
industry bodies. It is the evolution of a joint project
which AIPC and ICCA began in 1995, when they
produced and published “General Conditions for
Contract Centres”.

The common factor, with respect to this Guide, is
that the venues work on an international basis –
and so, frequently, do their clients.
It is important that both the venue and the client
are clear about their rights and responsibilities
with respect to the staging of an event. A written
document – usually in the form of a legal contract
– is the best way to achieve this.

A review of that document was undertaken in
2010, with the invaluable assistance of a Task Force
representing a broad global spread of member
centres. The review was driven by AIPC Board
Member Clare Amsel (Athens) and former Chair
of the ICCA Venues Sector and Board Member
Alec Gilbert (Adelaide). The document has been
reviewed again in 2015 by the current Chairs of
the ICCA Venues Sector and Board Members André
Kaldenhoff (Germany) and James Rees (United
Kingdom), and by Alec Gilbert, on behalf of AIPC.

A contract signed and dated by appropriate,
authorised people helps ensure there are no
misunderstandings, and that details won’t be
overlooked or forgotten.
Increasingly, contracts for major events are a
starting point for further negotiation – a roadmap
for the way forward. Due to the long-term nature
of international events, in particular, it is inevitable
that requirements will be refined or changed as
planning and preparation proceeds.

Both organisations drew the overall conclusion
that the original publication was open to wide
interpretation and legal and practical ramifications
which varied considerably across destinations and
legislations and on these recommendations our
updated “Guide to Contracting with major congress
and convention centres” has been drawn up.

5. What to expect in a contract
No single agreement will work perfectly for every
event, venue, client or location. The wording and
subjects included will differ, the clauses may be
more or less elaborate, and some content will be
adapted to suit local laws or business practices.
The issues listed and explained below are by no
means comprehensive, but are fairly common in
major meetings venues around the world. Some
venues use more than one document to outline
everything involved in the hiring arrangement. The
detailed conditions of hire may be separate from the
overall agreement or contract to hire.

2. The purpose of the guide
AIPC and ICCA hope that this new Guide will be of
value to a range of people and organisations working
in or within the meetings industry, in particular:
•
•
•

Clients dealing with major venues for the first
time, or the first time at an international level
New venues
Students in industry-related courses.

Regardless of how the information is presented,
both venues and clients should expect the following
subjects or clauses to be included in a sound
contract.

The information below draws to a large extent on
the input from the members of the Task Force, all
of whom are experienced venue operators. Some
ideas, information and advice have also been
borrowed from the excellent paper, APEX Contracts
Accepted Practices, prepared in 2006 by the
Convention Industry Council. A specific reference
and link to this document can be found under
Further Reading, p. 8.

Preamble
Most contracts will begin with a preamble that
identifies the parties, their physical addresses,
company registration number, the name or title
of the event, an event reference number, and the
proposed dates.

This Guide is unlikely to cover all the topics found
– or required – in a specific event contract but it
aims to give both client and venue operator a useful
overview of what to expect, what to look for, and
why.

Definitions
Many contracts start with a series of definitions.
Some are legal terms and others specific to the
industry or the venue. The aim is to ensure both
parties have a clear understanding of the terminology
the contract contains, and to save having to repeat
explanations throughout the document.

3. Venue Terminology
The terms used to describe meetings and exhibition
venues vary around the world. They may be
congress, conference or convention centres,
exhibition centres, or a combination of both.
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The meetings industry, like many others, uses
terminology not always immediately understood by
clients and suppliers. While many industry terms
are used widely, they also vary between countries,
regions and cultures. This makes it even more
difficult for clients dealing on an international basis.

in the contract. The detail may then be included in
an attached schedule. Relevant taxes and duties
must be specified.
Inclusions and Exclusions
An inclusions clause or section will outline the
specific amenities and facilities that are included
in the venue hire price. The detail will commonly
include the room, seating, standard equipment,
security, and amenities such as carpet, stage etc.
To avoid misunderstandings, the contract should
ensure that any exclusions are listed. It should
also be made clear that if the client requests any
excluded services or facilities, additional costs will
be incurred. Services included in room rental are
likely to vary from venue to venue, depending
on the structure of the building and the type of
operation (i.e. Some are fully carpeted; others
charge for carpet; some have in-house audio visual
equipment; others require clients to arrange their
own).

Following are a few examples of the definitions
often found at the beginning of a contract. The APEX
Contracts Accepted Practices report (see Further
Reading p. 8) contains a longer, more detailed list
of definitions under Section E. Contract Terms.
•

•

•

•

•

•

C o n t ra c t i n g p a r t i e s – C o m m o n l y u s e d
descriptions are lessor/lessee and licensor/
licensee. The ‘lessor’ or ‘licensor’ is the operator
of the venue and the ‘lessee’ or ‘licensee’ is the
client.
Event – The name of the event is usually
specified at the beginning of the contract and
thereafter referred to simply as ‘the event’. This
is regardless of whether it is a small meeting,
gala dinner, international congress, exhibition or
a combination of any of these
Venue – This one might seem obvious but
it’s important that the contract refers very
specifically to the part/s of the venue to be hired
and those which can be used or accessed during
the event.
Vacate – It’s essential that everyone understands
exactly what leaving the venue at the end of
an event entails. Usually it means the complete
removal of everything brought into the venue by
the client (signage, equipment, furnishings etc).
Leaving the facility as it was found it is not only
the general rule; it is a common requirement.
The implications of failing to do this should be
documented.
Hazardous substances – The venue operators
must know what is being brought onto their
premises, as they will be bound by local health
and safety regulations. ‘Hazardous substances’
generally refers to any potentially dangerous
liquids or materials that might create a risk of
fire, explosion, or damage to the venue, or to
the health and safety of people in it.
Force majeure – The term is French and the
definition is ‘a superior force’. It is a common
clause in many types of contracts that essentially
frees both parties from liability or obligation in
the event of a problem or circumstance beyond
their control, such as a war, strike, riot, crime, or
an event described by the legal term ‘act of God’
(e.g., flooding, earthquake, volcanic eruption).

Ancillary charges
Some venues will collate all charges other than
room hire under a clause called ‘Ancillary charges’.
They may include any or all of the items and
services mentioned above, and also include food
and beverages (see below).
Food and beverage service / Catering
Different venues provide different purchase options
for food and beverages. Some provide in-house
catering; some have preferred suppliers; others
allow clients to bring in caterers. The contract
should clearly define how food and beverages will
be supplied and by whom.
The contract should specify whether the venue
retains the right to charge levies for food and drink
brought in from outside the venue and/or require
that it be served only by venue staff. There may
also be rules around sampling or selling food or
drinks brought from elsewhere.
Payments
Most venues will require a deposit to secure a
booking and many will seek staggered payments
leading up to and following the conclusion of the
event. Payment schedules will vary according to the
size of the event, how far ahead it is booked and/
or the event ‘traffic’ at the venue. As an example,
a payment option might be 10% on confirmation of
the booking, 25% 12 months ahead and the balance
30 days before the event. It is also common for
venues to expect payment for the bulk of anticipated
ancillary charges 30 days ahead of the event.

Summary of Costs
Venues summarise and break down costs in different
ways. Usually, along with the occupancy dates, a
summary of overall costs – including venue hire,
food and beverage and other services – are included
6

Venue of virtuosity
We understand: you want your event to be unique – the last thing you want is to
organise “just another” conference. We hear you! Our credentials? Situated in the
heart of Amsterdam - built in 1903 - transformed into a high-end conference centre.
Still not convinced? Originally designed as a centre of trade, now a vibrant meeting
centre. This unique brickstone palace hosts over 40 international association
conferences each year. Add to that a series of practical advantages - such as the
superb location, excellent accessibility, state of the art facilities, full-service venue and
top catering - and you will realise you want your next event to take place right here!
Contact us about the possibilities at:
+31 (0)20 - 531 33 55 or events@beursvanberlage.com.
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Cancellations
The contract should be very specific about the
terms and costs involved with cancellations. As
with payments, venues’ policies on cancellations
will vary, depending on the size of the event, the
notification period and whether or not a replacement
event of the same size and duration can be booked.
One rule is fairly general: if the client does not
fulfil the contracted payment requirements, the
venue has no legal obligation to hold the space.
Each venue also will have different requirements for
the postponement of an event. It is likely they will
be similar to the cancellation policy. Generally, the
closer the postponement to the date of the event,
the heavier the financial penalty – unless the venue
is able to re-sell the space.

•

•

•

•

Insurance
The insurance clause sets out the types and limits of
insurance coverage parties to a contract must secure
and maintain. This ensures that, if something goes
wrong, each party is assured that the other has the
resources to pay for the damages or loss for which
it is responsible. Local legal systems and insurance
laws come into play here. However, under virtually
all contracts, the client bears full responsibility for
the entire ‘execution’ of the event in the facilities
it has hired, including during ‘set up’ and ‘take
down’. The exception is where the loss is the result
of negligence or wilful misconduct on the part of
the venue. The client’s liability includes damage to
property (including materials and goods) and death
or personal injury caused by it, its representatives,
or third parties.

•

•

•

Indemnification
The indemnification clause is used to manage liability
exposure and is commonly used by the venue to
ask their clients to indemnify them, their owners,
officers, directors, etcetera, from any legal action
arising in connection with the client’s Event, but
which are not due to the venue’s own negligence.

•

Disputes
Disputes between the venue and the client will
generally be resolved under the legal system
applying in the venue’s location.

Client/Lessee obligations
Many venues explain the clients’ obligations either
in the contract, or in an accompanying document
(often called Operating Guidelines, Conditions of
Hire, or something similar). These obligations are
likely to cover areas including:
•

•

Occupational health and safety – Many venues
are compelled by law to set specific and quite
stringent occupational health and safety
requirements for all contractors working on site,
and for activities taking place in and around the
venue.
Operation and provision of technical equipment
– This will vary from venue to venue. Some
provide all services ‘in house’; others require
clients to bring in their own equipment and
operators.
Food and beverage service – As discussed above,
the contract should clearly explain the venue’s
policies on the provision and service of food and
drinks, together with the client’s responsibilities
should any items be brought in from outside.
Restoration / Condition of premises – In simple
terms, this means jointly inspecting the facilities
on arrival and the client committing to leaving
them in the same condition on departure. It
works much the same as renting a car: if there
is any damage, the hirer pays.
Right of entry/access – The venue needs to have
unfettered access to all areas of the building at
all times – without seeking permission – so that
it can deal with unusual circumstances or any
emergency.
Rights of entry / admission – There may be a
clause stipulating that, throughout the venue
and for the duration of the contract, the client,
its employees and contractors must comply with
any instructions issued by venue staff
Performing rights – It is generally the clients’
responsibility to apply for appropriate performing
rights permissions and to pay any fees.
Authorisations – The contract will normally
specify the authorisations the client may need
to obtain to, for example, erect structures,
use specialist equipment, or undertake high
risk activities which might affect the venue’s
insurance cover.

Prevailing contract version
In the event that the contract is prepared in more
than one language, it must specify which language
version is legally binding.

Event operation – This deals with the specifics
of running and staging the event and usually
requires the client to provide relevant
information in plenty of time to allow the venue
to plan properly.
Provision of staff / Supply of personnel – The
contract will generally specify the additional
support staff the venue will provide (e.g.
security, reception). It should also specify the
conditions under which the client may bring in
its own contractors.

Amendments to the contract
Any amendments to the original contract should
be in writing and agreed to – and signed – by both
parties.
Economic conditions of the lessee
If the client goes bankrupt, or is placed under
administration, liquidation or similar form of judicial
management, it is normal for the venue to retain
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the option to cancel the agreement and resume
control of its facilities. This may also apply if the
client experiences a change of ownership.

and practical reasons, it should not attempt to
create an ‘acceptable contract language’. However,
the education document the Panel developed is
extremely valuable and may be a useful resource
for both venues and clients.

Transfer or sub-lease
Most venues will not allow a client to transfer its
contract rights or assign any of its contract obligations
to another party without prior agreement. Nor are
they likely to allow any part of the venue hired by
one organisation to be sub-let to another.

APEX Industry Glossary
The APEX initiative also produced an online
glossary of more than 4000 terms, acronyms, and
abbreviations for use by the meetings, conventions,
and exhibitions industry and its clients.

6. Notes
Venues should always seek legal advice when
drafting their base contract documents and
some clients also will choose to consult a lawyer
when presented with a specific document during
negotiations.
When a contract is offered, it should be carefully
reviewed by an informed representative, or
representatives, of both parties. This is the time to:
•
•
•

•

Identify any provisions that need to be rewritten,
changed or deleted
Identify the person or people authorised to
make binding commitments on behalf of each
organisation
While each party will naturally strive to protect
its own interests (or those of its client or
employer), negotiations should always be
conducted in good faith.
After the contract is signed, regular contact
between the parties – especially regarding any
potential changes to the scope of the event –
can help address problems before they arise.

7. Further reading
Further, more detailed information is available on
the Convention Industry Council (CIC) website –
http://www.eventscouncil.org/
One of the CIC’s most important programs is the
‘Accepted Practices Exchange’ (APEX) initiative,
which is designed to unite the meetings, conventions
and exhibitions industry in the development and
implementation of voluntary accepted practices.
These include:
APEX Contracts Accepted Practices
In 2006, the APEX Contracts Panel produced an
excellent report titled ‘Contracts Accepted Practices’.
The Panel concluded that, for a variety of reasons
(including the multifaceted nature of the industry
and its clientele) it was not possible to create a
standard contract. It also decided that, for legal
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ICCA Association Resource publications:

1

Working with airlines and ground transport operators
This publication is produced as a practical educational guide which gives ideas and
advice to international association meeting planners and decision makers how to
deal effectively with the airline and ground transport industry in the 21st century.

Negotiating with hotels
Most guides on the subject of negotiating concern themselves with the corporate
market. This is a simple guide to assist the international association buyer to speak
the same “business language” as the hotel sales representative, and to obtain a
fair deal that reflects the importance and value of their event.

3

2

Social Media for Meetings
This publication will help you defining the social media landscape, identifying your
target audience, giving practical tips for developing a social media strategy and
giving you tips on how to use social media for your next upcoming event.

Contracting with Major Congress & Convention Venues
This guide will be of value to a range of people and organisations working in or
within the meetings industry, in particular:
- Clients dealing with major venues for the first
- New venues
- Students in industry-related courses

4

Working with Convention Bureaux

5

The Convention Bureaux in ICCA membership represent the most internationally
focused and experienced destinations worldwide. From providing strategic advice to the
organisers of citywide conventions to finding that special historic venue for an exclusive
Board of Directors dinner, you’ll find their expertises hard to beat.

Available for free download at:
www.associations.iccaworld.org
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Join a select group of international
association executives!

What is the ICCA Association Portal?
A unique online platform designed to assist association executives in
organising quality meetings! Through the ICCA Association Portal you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect with peers
Update your meeting information
Access meetings resource publications and case studies
Access top suppliers
Apply to attend leading meetings industry events as a “Hosted Buyer”
Receive advice on your bid document

org
www.associations.iccaworld.com
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www.iccaworld.org

ICCA Head Office
Alpha Tower
De Entree 57
1101 BH Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone
+31 20 398 1919
Fax
+31 20 699 0781
Email
icca@iccaworld.org
Website
www.iccaworld.org
Direct phone
numbers:
Events
+31 20 398 1910
Marketing
+31 20 398 1963
Membership
+31 20 398 1904

ICCA Asia Pacific
Regional Office
Global Research Centre
Suite 7.03,
PJ Tower
Amcorp Trade Centre
18 Persiaran Barat, 46050
Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Malaysia
Phone
+60 3 7955 3343
Fax
+60 3 7955 3348
Email
asiapacific@iccaworld.org

ICCA Latin American
Regional Office

ICCA North American
Regional Office

ICCA African
Regional Office

ICCA Middle East
Regional Office

Plaza Independencia 759
Oficina 856
UY 11100 Montevideo
Uruguay

Box 6833
Freehold, New Jersey
07728-6833
U.S.A.

P.O. Box 4957
Atlasville 1465
South Africa

Phone
+598 2 901 1807
Fax
+598 2 901 1807
Email
latino@iccaworld.org

Phone
+1 732 851 6603
Fax
+1 732 851 6584
Email
n.america@iccaworld.org

P.O. Box 73477
Office 1005
Al Warsan Bldg.
Tecom, Hessa St.
Al Barsha
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
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Phone
+27 72 273 7230
Fax
+27 86 684 6363
Email
africa@iccaworld.org

Phone
+ 971 4 446 7509
Fax
+ 971 4 427 9731
Email
middle.east@iccaworld.org

